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Abstract. The IEEE 802.11 wireless local area networks (WLANs) have
grown rapidly in the past decade causing difficulties for the network
administrator to handle the huge amount of flow requests. This is due
to the simple WiFi network architecture implementation, low costs and
high bandwidth link capacity. A new network paradigm is introduced
recently to overcome the afore mentioned issues, which is software defined
networks (SDN). In SDN the data and control plane are separated and
the network management is done by the centralized controller rather than
the transfer devices in the data plane. To maximize the efficiency and
reliability of the network resources, optimization techniques are needed
so that, there is no burden on any single device and the workload is
balanced among all the network devices.

This study focuses on optimizing load balancing in software defined
WiFi networks for healthcare. In order to understand WiFi networks,
optimization of IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF) is
performed, which addresses an open issue to make the RTS threshold
parameter self adaptive. The study further deals with the understanding
of the wireless load definition in a software defined WiFi network (SD-
WiFi). Proper tunning of the system parameters is performed to avoid
contention in wireless transmission. Finally combining the optimization
techniques of WiFi and wireless load, load balancing in control and data
plane is achieved. In the control plane we take a distributed approach
where the controllers are placed in a two-tier arrangement. In the data
plane, the load on the wireless access points (APs) is balanced by de-
signing a suitable algorithm through OpenFlow. Handover times are also
reduced while balancing the load among the APs, through a software
defined approach. Performance evaluation is supposed to be obtained
by performing simulations in NS-3, OMNeT++ and also by designing
a Linux based testbed. In order to understand the tradeoffs between
latency, throughput, workload handled by the controllers, entropy and
fairness among APs, the comparison will be made with previous opti-
mization techniques such as flow stealer, switch migration, and studies
using testbed prototypes. We are hopeful to utilize the proposed scheme
in order to achieve improved quality-of-service for real time applications
on cloud based high density software defined WiFi end architecture with
heavy amount of loading.
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Introduction
In the past decades the WiFi networks have been considered as the key access

networks and due to this reason, there has been a rapid growth in the mobile held
devices causing serious pressure on network operators regarding performance
satisfaction. In WiFi an important protocol in the medium access control (MAC)
is the distributed coordination function (DCF). DCF has two way handshake
which is the basic access and the four way handshake which is the RTS/CTS
mechanism. Recently Dai has proposed a unified analytical framework for IEEE
802.11 DCF [1] which is different from what Bianchi proposed in 2000 [2]. The
difference is based on the Markov model that is employed by Dai to study the
behavior of head of line (HOL) packets. The simplicity and the power of the
model has been checked through NS-2.

RTS/CTS requires an exchange of request to send and clear to send messages
in prior to reserve the channel as opposed to the basic access. The exchange of
messages may degrade the network performance for small packet sizes. A RTS
threshold parameter is required that switches to the appropriate network mode
without deteriorating the performance. Many studies have been done but the
various network assumptions make it difficult to switch to an appropriate mode.

Researchers perform experiments using simulations, emulation and testbed
tools in order to study the behavior of real time systems. To-date there are many
performance evaluation tools used by students and researchers. The comparison
among the tools is shown in Fig.1. The simulators are the least realistic in
compared to testbed tools such as PlanetLab. NS-3 and OMNeT++ are the
emerging simulators but very few studies have considered there PHY/MAC layer
validation due the complexity involved.

Researchers have used different definitions for wireless load in the literature.
The load has been approximated from the channel access delay in the unsatu-
rated network [3]. The researcher have also considered the time intensity, the
measure of time when a certain AP remains busy for a particular time [4]. The
most common definition of load used by the researchers is the number of wire-
less devices connected to a certain AP, but this cannot also characterize load as
the load condition for different wireless stations may be different. So there is a
dire need to understand load and the parameters that make load different for
different wireless stations.

In the traditional networks the route in the network is learned by the pro-
tocols such as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) or Extended Interior Gateway
Routing Protocol (EIGRP). When the route is learned, the node makes flow
tables and then takes forwarding decisions. Apart from these distributed pro-
tocols the nodes such as switches and routers also run protocols such as Cisco
Discovery Protocol (CDP) and Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LADP) that are
useful to in showing the information of the neighbor nodes. The control decisions
among the nodes is distributed. The control plane distribution makes the net-
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Fig. 1: Performance evaluation tools.

work petrified and this results in lack of modularization and abstraction layer in
the network, which discourages the programmability and leads to no innovation
of the network. Moreover, the vendor-oriented devices are not supporting the
deployment of new services and only limited services can be used.

Fig. 2: Comparison between traditional networks and SDN framework.

Software Defined Networking (SDN) [5] is a new network paradigm that have
goals to manage the network conveniently with no hardware modifications at the
client side. The sole purpose of SDN is to transform the complex network ar-
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chitecture into basic, simple and manageable blocks. Recent studies have shown
that the traditional networks are not capable of handling the increased demands
as all components that are vertically integrated thus making a very complex
architecture which is hard to understand and manage [6] [7] [8] [9]. The tra-
ditional networks only follow the vendor specified policies and are not flexible
for a dynamic environment [6] [8] [9]. Fig.2 shows the comparison between the
traditional WiFi networks and the SDN framework.

The prime entities in a SDN framework are controller and switches. Con-
trollers are placed in the control plane and take control of the network and
control decisions where as switches are placed in the data plane and work ac-
cording to the decisions made by the controller. In the traditional network when
there is a system update then whole of the system needs to be configured where
as in the SDN only a software update is required [10]. The architecture of SDN
is presented in Fig.3. There are three planes: application plane, control plane
and data plane.

Fig. 3: SDN architecture.
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The data plane consists of devices such as access points, switches and routers.
Virtual switches such as Indigo, Pica8, Nettle, OpenFlow and physical switches
coexist in this layer [9] [10] [11] [12]. The main objective of the data plane is to
forward the packets according to assigned rules and policies. In the control plane
resides a controller that controls the overall functions of SDN. This layer acts as
a bridge between the application and data/infrastructure layer. The control layer
is responsible to manage the traffic flow and have certain duties such as routing,
forwarding of flows, and dropping of packets through programming [13] [14].
In the distributed environment these controllers communicate with each other
through east bound and west bound interfaces. The control layer and data plane
communicate with each other through south-bound application programming
interface (API) such as OpenFlow. The topmost layer is the application plane.
Network virtualization, intrusion detection System, intrusion prevention system,
mobility management, load balancing and firewall implementation are some ex-
amples of applications handled by this plane. This layer communicates with the
control layer through northbound API [12].

SDN can bring solution to many problems existing in a WiFi network. These
issues include load balancing, mobility management, resource discovery alloca-
tion, control signaling, management and operations of a network and security.
There also some non-technical issues such as law and regulations etc. [15]. In
comparison to the wired network, where the bandwidth is allocated according
to the hardware basis, it is difficult to control the behavior of the WiFi network.
The problems exist due to the stochastic fluctuation of wireless channel and
broadcast nature of wireless communication.

A few studies have extended their work towards WLANs with SDN. The
first work was the OpenRoads project [16], where the user did not have to worry
about the network details, he roamed freely between WiFi and cellular network
having the advantages of seamless handover techniques. Then came the Open-
Radio project where the PHY and MAC layers were made programmable so
that a software abstraction level was formed between the hardware and the pro-
grammer. The wireless protocols were divided intro basic logical and processing
blocks. Logical blocks were used to guide or map a path for processing blocks to
transverse and processing blocks were used to manipulate the analogue signals.
So implementation of digital processors was made possible. The SDN into WiFi
is also introduced by Odin similar to VAP introduced by CloudsMAC [17]. In
SDN the light virtual access points (LVAP) provides a abstraction layer to the
programmer and a virtual unchanging link so that the user can connect to the
APs. There has been a number of advancements made by SDN and OpenRoads
but still there is a need to enhance the SDN performance.

Flow stealer, a lightweight load balancing for distributed SDN controllers is
proposed. The component load detection identifies the load of controller; flow
stealing is done only when the controller is idle for assignment of switches. Man-
agement of distributed controllers were involved into cluster formation for bal-
ancing load via external server using weight computation by round robin schedul-
ing method. In distributed multi-controller SDN architecture, a centralized con-
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troller is assigned for monitoring other controllers connected to it. Centralized
controller monitors in term of CPU, traffic and latency. Load is balanced for prov-
ing users with faster response to the requested application service.Parameterized
wildcard rules were written to partition servers according to weighted values and
assign minimum loaded controllers [18].

The proposed SD-WiFi architecture is shown in Fig.4. The wireless stations
get access to the network through OpenFlow enabled APs. These APs are con-
trolled by a centralized controller. Many WiFi protocols are neglected by the
APs as the forwarding behavior is controlled by a centralized controller. SDN
allows a fast deployment of new services while enabling virtualization and stor-
age. Many applications such as mobility control and load balancing are running
on top of the controller allowing the wireless stations to move freely among the
APs without noticing re-association with other APs.

1 Motivation

It is expected that in the near future the wireless traffic will exceed the wired
traffic [19]. The wireless control devices including the WiFi will have an increased
share in the total IP traffic of about 66 percent [20]. The Fig.5 shows the Ericson’s
mobility report on the increase used of the smart devices by 2019. This dramatic
use of the media and wireless networks suggests improvement of the wireless
network infrastructure. If we look at the infrastructure of the todays network, it
is not sufficient enough to handle the increased demand. There is an increased
complexity due to the mode of operation. The operational costs have increased
and the innovation process is slowed down [21]. We need to make the networks
more agile, scalable and flexible so that it can cope up with the user demand
and managing and tweaking the network becomes easy [22].

A few studies have considered the validation of NS-3 and OMNeT++ MAC
layer due to its complexity. A number of studies that validate the physical layer
and the MAC layer in NS-3 and OMNeT++ are [23–28]. Baldo et al [29] pre-
sented the validation of NS-3 MAC through a test bed and Malekzadeh et al [30]
validated the OMNeT++ MAC model using a test bed. Validation of MAC layer
in NS-3 is also done by varying number of nodes [31]. Number of studies have
focused on the optimal RTS threshold for IEEE 802.11 WLANs [32–36]. A set of
complex non-linear equations based on the classic Bianchi’s model [2] were used
to calculate the RTS threshold [33,35]. The results show that the RTS threshold
increase when the number of nodes decrease or the data rate increase [34,35]. Var-
ious network assumptions and implicit nature of solution make the relationship
of RTS to key system parameters uncertain, leading to tremendous difficulties
in switching between basic and RTS/CTS mechanisms in practical WLANs.

The application of WiFi networks, have attracted many researchers due to the
facile connectivity anywhere and anytime. WiFi networks found in public areas
such as campus, enterprise and health care support large number of wireless
stations, causing performance degradation at APs [37]. The 802.11 protocols are
the most widely adopted standards in the wireless local area networks (WLAN)
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Fig. 5: Ericsson mobility report. [19]

family. Research efforts have been made to see the performance evaluation of
the IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) [38] with limited
network parameters. Techniques have been presented to balance load in high
density SD-WiFi [39] without defining the wireless load. In smart health sector,
QoS for wireless transmission of ECG is enhanced and the co-existence of wide
body area networks (WBAN) and WLAN is made possible by controlling window
size of a WLAN [40]. Still the interference and collisions among the packets led
to the degradation of the wireless transmission.

Flow prioritization have not been taken into account to deal with packets
with higher priorities. In a multi-controller network the future prediction of
load for a a specific controller needs special attention. Designing an algorithm
using Markov chain models can help in balancing the loads among the multi-
controllers. When large number of users connect to the same AP, the contention
will be much more and the throughput performance will decrease [38]. Due to
the distributed architecture of the traditional WiFi networks, users imbalance
distribution and handover decisions are tamed with only client-side or AP-side
information. In this study, we propose the load balancing and handover problem
for WiFi networks by taking advantages of SDN to improve network perfor-
mance. Based on the network controller harvesting a total view of the network,
we design and implement a load balancing and a handover algorithm using both
client-side and AP side information.
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2 Problem Statement

SD-WiFi is a combination of WiFi network devices and SDN solutions. This
network has to provide services to different smart devices. The wireless devices
specially in a smart environment such as tablets, smart phones etc. need high
bandwidth due to increased used of internet based services and applications. To
satisfy the demand of the users, it is really difficult because video streaming,
online gaming and VoIP are the services which need uninterrupted connections
and priority-based processing.

The impact of RTS threshold on throughput was studied in multi-rate net-
works [41]. The simulations were performed for various rates in IEEE 802.11 ”b”
standard. The main findings of the paper were the analysis of when to increase
or decrease the RTS threshold for a specific data rate or number of nodes. No
optimal tuning of RTS threshold was performed. Modeling and simulation of
IEEE 802.11 ”g” standard was performed in OMNeT++ simulator [28]. The
performance evaluation was performed using round trip times between two ping
messages neglecting major performance metrics such as throughput versus the
number of nodes, packet payloads, cutoff phase and initial backoff window sizes.

Researchers have arrogated the channel access delay in an unsaturated net-
work to approximate the load [3]. Recent studies have also considered the traffic
intensity, a measure of time when a certain AP remains busy for certain period
of time, as a matrix to measure load [4]. The literature consists of many defini-
tions of wireless traffic load, where the most common one is number of wireless
stations associated with the APs, but this cannot fully characterize the traffic
load as the traffic conditions for each wireless stations may not be the same [42].
To understand the traffic load better we study the parameters such as packet
payload and packet generation times, which make the load different for each
wireless station.

An SDN enabled WiFi network architecture was designed with two-tier load
balancing [43]. Here the load balancing took place at the AP and controller side.
APs reported capacity, load and association table information to the controller.
Depending on these reports the controllers made a fairness index. The associa-
tion list is de-associated using Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) policy, there fore this
induced delay as the first user has to wait longer than the last user. Selvi et al. [44]
proposed cooperative load balancing scheme for the hierarchal SDN controllers
(COLBAS), where super controller handles the flow request of other users. This
technique needed repeated installation of the rules and created higher delay in
processing packets. Due to the distributed architecture of the traditional WiFi
networks, users imbalance distribution and handover decisions are tamed with
only client-side or AP-side information. Based on the network controller har-
vesting a total view of the network, we design and implement a load balancing
and a handover algorithm using both client-side and AP side information.

Most of the handover studies in the past rely on the received signal strength
indicator (RSSI) [45]. Handover that is based on RSSI values do not guarantee
the clients performance and network throughput. Other techniques [46] need
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client side modification that needs huge amount of cost and trouble and is not
suitable in real world solution. The problem formulation is depicted in Fig.6.

Fig. 6: Problem formulation.

3 Research Objectives

The main objective of the research is to analyze and optimize the WiFi networks,
understand wireless load and tune the system parameters for least collisions in
wireless transmission, achieve load balancing in data and control plane, main-
tain traffic priorities and to optimize the handover solutions in SD-WiFi. The
proposed architecture will resolve the issues encountered in previous optimiza-
tion techniques such as switch migration, RTS threshold adjustment, flow stealer
approach and modified constraint particle swarm optimization techniques. The
performance will be measured in terms of throughput, latency and workload
handled by the controllers.

To summarize the research goal the following questions will be answered:

1. How to achieve maximum WiFi throughput performance by optimizing net-
work parameters such as number of nodes, cutoff phase, initial backoff win-
dow size, transmission rate and RTS threshold?

2. How to analyze and understand wireless traffic load and it correlation to
network parameters for a contention free transmission in software defined
WiFi network?

3. How to improve the degree of load balancing and handover times by taking
advantage of SDN capabilities in a WiFi network?
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To answer these questions, we will design a network framework that will
integrate the SDN and WiFi network architecture. A series of experiments to
measure the network throughput, latency, and workload handled by the SDN
controllers will be designed. These results will help to further evaluate the per-
formance of software defined approach.

3.1 Research Scope

The research is centered on understanding and optimizing the software de-
fined WiFi networks using mathematical models, algorithms, simulations and
testbeds. We also investigate the advantages of integrating the SDN into the
WiFi networks.

3.2 Challenges

There are number of challenges that might occur in the research. Our research
touches the areas like WiFi networks, software defined networking. These ar-
eas need deep understanding before they can be integrated together. The SDN
control plane and data plane bridges all these areas together and requires more
study in order to define the parameters to characterize the input of our WiFi
networks. The project relies on source codes and algorithms which induces the
time challenge. There is another workload challenge of making a testbed and
running all the experiments.

Background In this chapter we present the related work regarding the WiFi
networks, the evolution of software defined networks and the past research that
has been done on software defined WiFi networks.

4 WiFi Networks

The WiFi networks can be found in smart homes, public areas, school campuses,
healthcare etc. The WiFi networks allow the communication between two end
hosts through wireless signals. WiFi networks can be categorized into three parts:
1) A service provided that provides wired connection, 2) an access point (AP),
3) wireless devices that connect to the APs through a wireless connection. As
the AP provide a wireless connection, so it can be called as a wireless Ethernet
adapter. A conventional WiFi network is depicted in Fig.7.

Nine kinds of services are defined by the IEEE 802.11 architecture. The
services can be divided into two groups. One is the station (STAs) services and
the other is the distribution services. The STA services include delivery of data,
privacy, authentication and de-authentication. The distribution services include
association, re-association, disassociation, distribution and integration.

The impact of RTS threshold in IEEE 802.11 networks has been studied for
multi rates [41]. The analysis presented showed when to increase or decrease the
RTS parameter for specific data rates or number of nodes. No optimal tunning
of RTS threshold has been performed. Performance of DCF MAC has also been
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Fig. 7: A conventional WiFi network.

performed for varying RTS values [47]. QoS parameters such as end to end delay,
media access delay and retransmission attempts have been evaluated for fixed
RTS values such as 128, 256 or 1024 bytes. The study of how to adjust the RTS
parameter automatically is made in [48]. The relationship of RTS to number of
nodes is presented while neglecting other key network parameters such as packet
arrival rate and packet lengths are ignored.

For the validation of NS-3 and OMNeT++ PHY/MAC layers few studies
can be found. The IEEE 802.11 ”b” standard is validated in the NS-3 against
the results obtained from the wireless network emulator [23]. The authors have
focused on the validation of the physical layer ignoring the aspects of the MAC
layer. The reliability of OMNeT++ in IEEE 802.11 was determined through a
testbed study [30]. Here the performance metrics taken were the packet loss ratio
and throughput. DoS attacks were the main concern to the authors. Network
conditions such as saturated and unsaturated networks were ignored.

5 Software Defined Networks

The help of various supporting technologies lead to the idea of SDN in early
1990s [49] [50] [51]. The idea of separating the data and control plane came
from the network control point implemented in telephone network where there
is a fragmentation between data and control plane. This proposed idea was cost
effective and provided secure solution. Active Networks [52] [53] provided the
idea of bring programmability into networks. Infrastructure (VINI) [54], and
programmable router switch [52] and [55] are the examples of active network-
ing models offering flexibility to control tasks and events. These models were
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discovered so early that could not be implemented due to lack of hardware and
infrastructure support.

Fig. 8: OpenFlow architecture.

5.1 OpenFlow

The OpenFlow switch has two major components and that are flow table and
a secure channel. The flow table is used for forwarding and packet lookup. The
channel has the responsibilities to communicate between the channel and switch.
The flow table has number of components such as flow entries, actions to match
the packets and activity counters. If the match entry is found then a specific
action is performed. If no match entry is found then the packet is forwarded
to the controller for further processing. The controllers actually deal with those
packets which do not have any further flows entries in the switch. The Fig.8
explains the overall architecture of OpenFlow enabled switch.

OpenFlow also provided an option of OpenFlow protocol that was used to
customize the flow table entries in the routers and switches. It helped the con-
trollers great deal as the partition into production and research flows was made
easy. This gave the researchers an ease to control the flows. This was actually
a revolution towards a new era that supported designing new protocols, alter-
natives to IP and addressing schemes and security models. The traffic on the
production network is treated the same as it has been treated today [16].
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Fig.9 demonstrates that how a flow can be processed in SDN. When a new
packet arrives the switch searches for its entry, if the entry is not found the
packet is forwarded to the controller and now by using the flow modification
message the controller will install entry in it. After the entry is installed by the
controller the packet is forwarded towards the host. Switches are implemented
in a platform that supports customized hardware that can be programmed such
as Linux, NETFPGA, and OpenWRT [56].

Fig. 9: Arrival of a new flow at OpenFlow switch/AP.

6 Software Defined WiFi Networks

There is been research works done in order to bring programmability to SD-WiFi
networks. In a real time, networking scenario, the station connects to the AP with
the highest signal strength indicator (RSSI). There comes a situation when many
users connect to a single AP and the other APs may get under-utilized. These
scenarios lead to unbalanced patterns of traffic and required proper load balanc-
ing applications. There is protocol called as Distributed Coordination Function
(DCF) protocol, where the users using WiFi share the channel in distributed
manner. When the AP gets more user connected to it this lead to more severity
in connection and eventually the network gets degraded [38]. In the past there
have been some works on load balancing where certain load balancing algorithms
have been designed to assist the stations to connect to appropriate APs. In the
traditional WiFi networks the distributed architecture is tamed with only AP
or client side information [57].
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6.1 SD-WiFi in Healthcare

Load metric is define to be the number of wireless stations associated with the
access points [39]. The actual characterization of load for each wireless station
is ignored. Lei at al [58] proposed a load definition from the channel busy time
ratio. The average network allocation vector (NAV) is used to help determine
load in WLANs. A deeper study of what factors cause NAV in keeping a busy
duration for all mobile hearing nodes is not discussed, further the understanding
of load performance of DCF is not presented. Load is balanced by prioritizing
the flows and having a dynamic two-tier architecture for multiple controllers [59].
QoS support and limitations for WLANs are presented in [60]. The support in-
cludes achieving high throughputs by using latest IEEE 802.11 standards where
data rates upto 7 Gbps can be achieved. The MAC limitations include the first
come first serve (FCFS) creating fairness problems hence resulting in unfair
bandwidth share. The real time performance depiction of DCF with varying
load is neglected. A unified framework for the performance of IEEE 802.11 DCF
has been proposed in [61]. Discrete time Markov chains are used to study the
behavior of IEEE 802.11 a standard. The performance metrics include through-
put variation with respect to window size, cutoff phase and packet payloads. No
study has been made to understand the effect of packet loss and ping times with
actual load definitions. A MAC protocol has been proposed in a full duplex en-
abled WLAN [62]. Throughput analysis has been performed in wireless collision
detection scenario taking into account the MIMO techniques at PHY layer. A
deeper research regarding factors leading to higher collision and load at PHY
and MAC layer still needs to be carried out.

6.2 Load Balancing in SD-WiFi

OpenFlow devices in SDN checks load periodically with respect to time inter-
vals for supporting QoS parameters [63]. Controllers load is noticed in terms of
CPU utilization. Deployment of switches and connectivity are characterized as
graphs to manage the devices. Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition is used to
optimize the load by predicting states of controllers. Load balancing approaches
were effectively supported in multiple SDN controllers that maximize network
performances [64] [65] [66]. Many practical problems in SDN are resolved when
implemented using OpenFlow protocol. Over several research works held in SDN,
load balancing remains as hot spot issue in different applications. Control plane
load is managed in the implementation of cCluster [67].

6.3 Handover in SD-WiFi

Most of the handover studies in the past rely on the received signal strength
indicator (RSSI) [45]. Handover that is based on RSSI values do not guarantee
the clients performance and network throughput. Other techniques [46] need
client side modification that needs huge amount of cost and trouble and is not
suitable in real world solution. ODIN makes use of the SDN and virtualize the
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physical AP by virtual APs [17]. Each user is assigned with a unique basic service
set identification (BSSID). All the physical APs are controlled by the OpenFlow
controller and the virtual APs are transferred to the new physical AP when a
handover is performed. Although ODIN makes use of the SDN but scalability is
still an issue. If the number of clients increase on each AP since each user has a
different virtual AP so this add extra amount of information to be handled.

The major differences between the proposed four optimization techniques in
SD-WiFi and the previous techniques are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Comparison between proposed and previous techniques
Optimization Technique
in SD-WiFi Related Works Research Gaps Proposed Solution

IEEE 802.11 DCF

Pei. G [23]
MAC layer validation
ignored.

PHY and MAC layers
taken into account.

Malekzadeh,Mina [30]
Unsaturated and
saturated networks are
ignored.

All network
conditions considered.

Wang.Jianxin [41]
Optimal tunning of
RTS parameter
ignored.

Optimal tunning
of RTS threshold
performed.

Sheu.Shiann-Tsong [48]
Packet arrival rates
and packet lenghts are
ignored

Packet arrival rates
and packet lenghts
considered.

Wireless Traffic
Load in Healthcare

Chen.Ze [39]
Realization of load

for each wireless-
station is ignored.

Load definition for
each wireless station.

Malik.Aqsa [60]

Based on first come
first serve the
fairness is ignored.
DCF variation to
load is ignored.

Fairness among all
wireless stations.
DCF throughput

evaluation to load
and network
parameters considered.

Yin.Yachao [61]

Load definition
ignored.
Packet loss and

ping times ignored.

Wireless load defined.
Packet loss and
generation times
included.

Kaneko.Megumi [62]
Collisions at PHY
layer ignored.

Collisions taken into
account in wireless
transmission.

Load Balancing

Singh.Abhishek [63]
Controllers load
not fully characterized.

CPU utilization
memory taken for
each controller.

Song.Ping [64]

Random load balance
without considering
future load of
controllers.

Periodic load
balancing for each
controller.

Qiu.Kun [67]

Clustering of
controllers done
without maintaining
load matrix.

Load matrix for each
local controller
maintained by
global controller.

Ma.Yi-Wei [66]
Flow prioritization is
ignored.

Flow prioritization
maintained by
SVM and flow-
classifiers.

Handovers
Fakuda.Yutaka [45]

Handovers only based
RSSI values.

Distance and
mobility considered
for handovers.

Murty.Rohan [46]
Client side
modifications
required.

No client side
modification required.

Suresh.Lalith [17]

Extra LVAPs
incurred extra
information to be
handled.

SDN controllers
helps in reducing
the association
and deassociation
messages.

Methodology
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7 Optimizing Load Balancing

In this thesis work we will propose four studies that relate to WiFi and SDN
integration. In the first study we simulate and optimize the DCF parameters for
an optimal network throughput performance. In the second study we understand
the wireless load definition and its correlation to the network parameters. In
the the third study we design a dynamic two-tier load balancing architecture
to achieve load balancing in SD-WiFi. In the fourth study we minimize the
handover times between the wireless stations and the APs using the software
defined approach.

7.1 IEEE 802.11 DCF Optimization

The PHY and MAC layers of NS-3 and OMNeT++ are proposed to be vali-
dated by an unified analytical model [1] shown in Fig.10, which incorporates the
fundamental features of IEEE 802.11 DCF networks.

0R 1RKT RK1R

0F 1FK FK1F

1

1 tp
1 1 1

1 tp 1 tp 11 tp

tp

tp

tp
tp

Fig. 10: Unified analytical framework for IEEE 802.11 DCF

The infrastructure and ad-hoc mode are used for validation of PHY/MAC
layers of NS-3 and OMNeT++. In the ad-hoc mode each nodes act as a receiver
and a transmitter where as in infrastructure mode the nodes get the access to
the network through an AP by following beacon transmission, active scanning
and authentication.

The network sum rate D̂ is given by the Eq.1.

D̂=λ̂out·
8PL
RDσ

τT
·RD= −8PL·pA ln pA

σ(1+τF−τF pA−(τT−τF )pA ln pA) , (1)

pA is the non-zero root of the fixed-point equation presenting the steady-
state probability that the HOL packets are transmitted successfully in an idle
channel p:

p = exp

{
− 2n

W ·( p
2p−1+(1− p

2p−1 )(2(1−p))K)

}
, (2)

The RTS threshold parameter is proposed to be formulated as shown in Eq.
3 and optimized which guarantees maximum network throughput.

RT ∗=
RTS
RB

(1−pA)−(CTSRB
+ SIFS

4 +PH
4 )pA ln pA

1−pA+pA ln pA
·RD−MH, (3)
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Further we compare the performance and credibility of the WiFi modules of
NS-3 and OMNeT++ as shown in Fig.11,
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(a) NS-3.
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Fig. 11: WiFi modules.

against a Linux based testbed depicted in Fig.12. The testbed built is Linux-
3.2.71 kernel based with mac80211 driver support. NETGEAR WNDA3200 USB
wireless cards based on the Atheros AR9002U-2NX chipsets, are used as wireless
nodes. AR9002U-2NX chipsets use the Ath9k drivers. The iw [68] configure tool
is used to communicate to mac80211 module.

The connection of the components in a testbed is depicted in Fig.13.

7.2 Optimizing Wireless Traffic Load

To understand the wireless load and traffic priorities, IEEE 802.11 a/b/g stan-
dard will be implemented in an infrastructure mode, where the fundamental
network information will be shared to wireless stations by APs. The traffic route
in healthcare is depicted in Fig.14.

The AP transmits the beacon frames continuously so that the association
is made. 30 wireless stations will be contending for the wireless medium and
transmitting in ideal conditions, i.e., there is no hidden stations and the channel
is error free. So the assumptions made are 1) the hidden terminal effect is ignored
and 2) packets are lost only due to collisions. The overall depiction of wireless
transmission is shown in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 12: Testbed setup

Fig. 13: Connections in the testbed.

Fig. 14: Traffic route for healthcare in SD-WiFi
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Fig. 15: Wireless transmission

7.3 Load Balancing in Data and Control Plane

The proposed SD-WiFi architecture will consist of a flow classification module,
a dynamic two-tier load balancing module and an (AHP, MCM or T2FPSO)
module for prioritizing flow requests and dispatching them to appropriate local
controllers. WiFi access points will be responsible to classify the incoming flows
from access networks (i.e., smart home networks and wireless local area networks
(WLAN)), into two queues of real-time and non-real-time flow requests. These
request queues will be processed into controllers. AHP, MCM or T2FPSO will
prioritize requests based on three features of flows including flow size, service type
and delay constraint. The highest priority flows will be assigned to idle cluster
for fast processing by the global controller. Flows with some delay tolerance will
be processed next. The goals of load balancing are two-fold: 1) migrate the con-
troller in the overloaded cluster; 2) allocate prioritized flows towards less-loaded
controllers. Algorithm in Fig.16b explains load balancing among controllers.

In Algorithm for load balancing among the APs as shown in Fig.16a, MAXLOAD
is the maximum threshold value for each APs load. If one APs load in the net-
work is larger than MAXLOAD, the Adaptive Connection and Handoff (ACH)
algorithm will be triggered. MAXDIFF is the maximum difference value between
any two APs load. If there is a difference value between two APs load in this
network, we consider the load distribution is unbalanced and the ACH algorithm
will be triggered. This algorithm runs periodically based on the information col-
lected by the network controller. The access process for stations is considered
first; then, if the load of the network approaches imbalance, the hand off pro-
cess will be initiated. Both AP-side information and STA-side information are
needed as the input for the ACH algorithm. The simulation topologies for both
load balancing schemes is shown in Fig.17.

7.4 Optimizing Handovers in SD-WiFi

The same SDN platform as used for the load balancing is extended for depict-
ing how the handover time is reduced. The centralized SDN controller has an
overview of the entire network so it can easily deploy the new handover poli-
cies in an AP and reduce the hassle of handover in a traditional network by
neglecting some unimportance messages between the wireless stations and the
APs. The concept can be visualized in Fig.18.
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(a) Data plane load balancing. (b) Control plane load balancing.

Fig. 16: Load balancing algorithms in SD-WiFi.

(a) Data plane load balancing. (b) Control plane load balancing.

Fig. 17: Simulation topologies.
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(a) Overview of handovers in SD-WiFi.
(b) Proposed architecture for handovers in
SD-WiFi.

Fig. 18: Handovers in SD-WiFi.

8 Evaluation

For the evaluation we will use the key system parameters such as number of nodes
n, window size W , cutoff phase K, transmission rates RD and inter arrival time λ
against network sum rate. In optimizing the RTS threshold, we use the standard
and optimal setting for different network sizes and packet payloads against the
network sum rate. In some preliminary results the comparison made is between
the throughput D̂ and the initial backoff window size W in an infrastructure
mode as shown in Fig. 19a. The RTS threshold performance is evaluated by a
comparison made between between throughput and packet payload for n = 50
as shown in Fig.19b. The optimal settings show improved results.

For understanding traffic load and maintaining traffic priorities we use the
packet generation times and packet payloads. The preliminary results for latency
vs no of stations using different packet generation times is shown in Fig.20a.
Similarly packet loss rate vs no of stations for different packet payloads in shown
in Fig.20b.

In the load balancing and handover study we perform the evaluation of the
end-user’s QoS, by considering throughput, delay, work handled by the con-
trollers, and Jain’s index among the APs. The QoS performance will be exam-
ined for both non-real-time and real-time traffic. The performance evaluation for
load balancing in SD-WiFi is shown in Fig.21.

The simulation parameters proposed to be used in the four studies are given
in Table2.

Research Schedule The Table 3 below shows the research schedule I have
undertaken and will follow to complete my PhD on time.

Summary In this thesis work, we will study the optimization techniques in
software defined WiFi networks. In doing so first we will present a detailed
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Fig. 19: IEEE 802.11 DCF optimization results.

(a) Latency vs no of stations. (b) Packet loss rate vs no of stations.

Fig. 20: Wireless load for healthcare in SD-WiFi.
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(a) Throughput vs load balancing schemes. (b) Fairness among APs.

Fig. 21: Load balancing performance evaluation.

Table 2: Simulation Parameters

Area 250 to 1000 m*m SDN Controller Flood Light, NOX, POX

OpenFlow enabled APs 1-8 Wireless Stations 20-100

Radio Transmitter Power 9.0 mW Radio Receiver Sensitivity -85 dbm

Carrier Frequency 2.4 GHz MAC Header 224 bits

PYH Header 192 bits DIFS 50 us

SIFS 10 us Slot Time 20 us

Transmission Coverage 300 m MTU 1500 Bytes

Packets Transmitted/s 500-1000 Retry Limit 7

Mobility 25mps ± 8mps CW max 1023

CW min 31 Packet Generation Time 100-200 us

Simulation Time 200-300s Packet Payload 512 B - 1024 B

Table 3: Research Schedule

Phase Time Task

1 Sep 2016 - July 2017 Course work and literature review

2 July 2017 - July 2018 Evaluation, analysis and 3 conference publications

3 Sep 2018 - Jan 2019 Enhanced experimentation and 2 conference publications

4 Jan 2019 - June 2019 Journal paper formulation

5 June 2019 - Dec 2019 Proposal defense and 2nd journal paper

6 Jan 2020 - March 2020 Dissertation writing

7 March 2020 Thesis submission

8 May 2020 Thesis defense
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analysis of the WiFi networks and the solutions to obtain optimum through-
put performance in the IEEE 802.11 WLANs for healthcare scenario. Then we
understand the definition of wireless load and its correlation to the system pa-
rameters that effect the wireless load between APs and wireless stations. In the
third step, we will design and implement a load balancing scheme consisting
of flow classification and cluster-based load balancing, to solve the overloading
problem in controllers and OpenFlow enabled APs. Clusters will be constructed
with respect to the load in terms of processing flows. The clustering by the
global controller will support to allocate flows and balance load. The deploy-
ment of our proposed scheme in SD-WiFi will support higher throughputs and
lower delays. Finally the handover time between a wireless station and an AP
is reduced by incorporating SDN features. The centralized view of the network
makes it easier to perform quick handover in a SD-WiFi. We hope to have sim-
ulation results better than previous related studies. This proposed scheme can
be applied to achieve improved quality-of-service for real-time applications on
cloud-based software defined WiFi networks with heavy loading.
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